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One Side: 1. Intro
Have You Volunteered? 
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2. Reason to Fight
Kill the Fascist Beast!
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3. Propaganda Target
We Fight Bravely, We Are Worthy 
Descendants of Chapaev and 
Suvorov
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4. Leaders
Advance for the Defeat of German 
Occupants and Freedom of Our 
Motherland!
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Other Side: 5. Home Front
Compete to be the Best Help 
to the Front
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6. Interracial Relations
Sahmed would sacrifice his life to save 
Semyon / As Sahmed's life is what Semyon 
had fought for. / Their password is 
"Motherland" and "Victory" their motto!
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7. Women at War
Everything for the Victory: to the Front 
from the Women of USSR
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8. Allies
